Israel set to Starve and Annihilate Palestinians

Kremlin reports today are stating that UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has made an ‘urgent’ appeal to President Medvedev for the possible use of Russian Military Forces to break the Israeli blockade strangling 1.5 million Palestinian people trapped in the Gaza Strip and who are down to their last two days of food. Switzerland has become the latest Nation to join the United Nations in calling upon Israel to end their barbaric blockade but to which Israel’s Defense Minister has bluntly rebuffed and stated, “No. There needs to be calm in order for the crossing to be opened.”

Jordan's King Abdullah II, these reports state, became so enraged at Israelis planned ‘Total Annihilation’ of the Palestinian peoples in Gaza that he ‘ordered’ Israel’s Prime Minister Olmert and Defense Minister Barak to a secret meeting in Amman where he told them that should the blockade not be lifted his own government would fall, but not before he would order his own Jordanian Military Forces to launch attacks against Israel. Israelis disfunctional government, however, appears to be a ship of state steering itself towards its own destruction as their President, Shimon Peres, while accepting an Honorary Knighthood from the Queen of England, has warned that his Nation is nearing civil war with its own Jewish settlers, 20,000 of whom are heading towards a massive confrontation with Israeli security forces. Its Prime Minister, Ehud Olmert, forced to step down due to the many corruption charges leveled against him by Israeli police, and its Foreign Minister, and soon to be Prime Minister, Tzipi Livni, ‘demanding’ that the World not look at Israel’s starving to death of 1.5 human beings but instead condemn the Palestinians for even daring to think that they could possibly fight back against their mass imprisonment and soon to be death. Even more perplexing is that while Israel is facing the worst crisis facing its existence since its establishment by the United Nations in 1948 it is, nevertheless, celebrating the recorded number of Jews elected to the US Congress where they now control over 10 percent of a government in a Nation where they comprise only 3 percent of the population and where next week President Bush will meet with Prime Minister Olmert to plan their military attacks upon Iran which they say the UN has reported now has the nuclear material needed to make an atomic bomb, but to which the Iranians have replied, and much more truthfully:

“Iran has categorically rejected a report in the New York Times which accuses the country of having enough nuclear fuel to make nuclear weapon. Iran's ambassador to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Ali Asghar Soltaniyeh, said that the report was unjustified and politically motivated, Press TV reported. "The allegations are aimed at misleading the public and have no technical basis," Soltaniyeh said. The New York Times cited a nuclear expert as saying that the amount of low enriched uranium at Iran's disposal could help Iran to make nuclear bomb. Soltaniyeh said that Iran's nuclear sites are under surveillance of IAEA cameras 24 hours a day.
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"The nuclear material at Natanz' site is held in a container sealed by IAEA experts and recorded by the same cameras," he added. The latest report released by IAEA's chief, Mohamed ElBaradei, indicated no diversion in Iran's nuclear program.

The IAEA chief Mohamed ElBaradei in his latest report on Wednesday said that the agency "has been able to continue to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran." The IAEA also declared that there has been 'no indication' of Iran conducting nuclear reprocessing activities."

Now one would be hard pressed to believe that a major Middle Eastern war could be started based solely upon the lies told to the American people by their propaganda media organs. Surely, one could rightly argue, a modern and civilized Nation such as the United States could not possibly degenerate into a state where their millions of citizens would allow their government to attack another country based upon the lies of their having enough nuclear material to make a bomb. But, that is exactly what happened before their invasion of Iraq where, and just like now, the New York Times published nothing but lies about the Iraqi 'plan' to acquire nuclear weapons that the American people were told by their leaders and propaganda media organs would soon fall upon their cities.

What these insane Americans keep failing to recognize is that what is happening in Israel today is what is being planned for them tomorrow, and where today it is 1.5 Palestinian men, women and children being starved to death in the largest concentration camp our World has ever known, tomorrow it will be tens of millions of them who are going to be suffering the same fate. And just like today, where none of these American people even care about the lives of the Palestinians, so tomorrow will they not even care about their own countrymen, and like the deluded foolish peoples who they resemble more and more each day, will, likewise, be ‘surprised’ when the full horrors of what they have become is staring them in their own faces and profess, “we didn’t know these things”.

And to the most incredible thing of all, the vast majority of these Americans actually believe that their new President is, somehow, going to save them. It’s as if these people have never read a history book in their entire lives that shows how ‘economic collapses’ combined with ‘charismatic leaders’ have always, ALWAYS, led to the destructions of Nations and Empires….like Rome, like France, like Russia, like Japan, like Italy, like England, and though I could go on and on and on, like the United States too!

And the reason for our World’s history being filled with the continued chaos surrounding these staged catastrophic events one may ask? The answer is as simple as reading those aforementioned history books where anyone able to do math can see that just from 1776 to 2008 the numbers of countries, nations, tribes, kingdoms, principalities, etc., have been reduced from over 18,000 to now under 200…and which just one more BIG GLOBAL WAR will reduce to 1.

I would like to be able to tell you now to prepare yourself for the New World Order some of you fear, but most don’t even believe in, but I can’t. What I can tell you though, no WARN you about, is that before this New World Order begins nearly all of you reading these words will be dead along with billions of others of your fellow human beings who, just like you, lived their lives never believing anything other than the lies told to them by those they believed in and, of course, calling the few of us who have risked everything to keep the truth alive the liars.
Son of Israeli Terrorist

Rahm Israel Emanuel was born in Chicago, Illinois. Of Jewish parents. His first name, Rahm, means "high" or "lofty" in Hebrew while his last name, Emanuel, means "God is with us." According to his Father his son is the name sake of Rahamim, a terrorist combatant who was killed. Rahm’s surname was adopted by his family in 1933, after Rahm’s paternal uncle, Emanuel Auerbach, was killed in a skirmish with Arabs in Jerusalem. Emanuel's father, born in Jerusalem, was Benjamin M. Emanuel, is a pediatrician and former member of the Jewish militia Irgun, which operated from 1931 to 1948 and regarded by the British Mandate of Palestine as a terrorist group His mother, Martha Smulevitz, worked as an X-ray technician and was the daughter of a local union organizer. She became a civil rights activist; she was also once the owner of a Chicago-area rock and roll club. The two met in Chicago in the 1950s.

When his family lived in Chicago, he attended Bernard Zell Anshe Emet Day School, a Jewish Day school. After his family moved to Wilmette, he attended public school: Romona School, Wilmette Junior High School, and New Trier West high school. He and his brothers attended summer camp in Israel. At some point during his high school years, while working at an Arby's restaurant, Emanuel severely cut his right middle finger. He sought medical attention only after suffering severe infection as a result of the wound, resulting in the partial amputation of the finger. He graduated from Sarah Lawrence College in 1981, and went on to receive a master's degree in Speech and Communication from Northwestern University in 1985. While still an undergraduate, he joined the congressional campaign of David Robinson of Chicago.

Emanuel was a civilian volunteer in the Israel Defense Force during the 1991 Persian Gulf War, repairing truck brakes in one of Israel's northern bases. Emanuel's wife, Amy Rule, converted to Judaism shortly before her wedding. They are members of Ansche sholim B'nai Israel, a Modern Orthodox congregation in Chicago. They have three children, son Zachariah and daughters Ilana and Leah. Emanuel is a close friend of fellow Chicagoan David Axelrod, Chief Strategist for the 2008 Barack Obama presidential campaign. Axelrod signed the ketuba, a Jewish marriage contract, at Emanuel's wedding, an honor that goes to a family friend or distant relative.

Rabbi Asher Lopatin of Ansche Sholom B'nai Israel Congregation is quoted as saying: "It's a very involved Jewish family"; "Amy was one of the teachers for a class for children during the High Holidays two years ago." Emanuel has said of his Judaism: "I am proud of my heritage and treasure the values it has taught me." Emanuel's family lives on the North Side of Chicago, in the North center neighborhood.

On Nov 8th 2008, Emanuel accepted the position of White House Chief of Staff for Barack Obama. Republican House Minority Leader John Boehner of Ohio criticized Emanuel's fierce partisanship stating: "This is an ironic choice for a president-elect who has promised to change Washington, make politics more civil and govern from the center." Republican National committee spokesman Alex Conant issued a statement saying "Barack Obama's first decision as president-elect undermines his promise to 'heal the divides'." However, Senator Lindsay Graham, Republican of South Carolina disagreed, saying: "This is a wise choice by President-elect Obama. He's tough but fair -- honest, direct and candid." Ira Forman, executive director of the National Jewish Democratic Countcil, said "It's just another indication that despite the attempts to imply that Obama would somehow appoint the wrong person or listen to the wrong people when it comes to the U.S.-Israel relationship ... that was never true." Jeffery Goldberg of The Atlantic opined that Rahm would be good for the Israeli - Palestinian peace process because if Israeli leaders
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make excuses to President Obama for not dismantling settlements, "Rahm will call out such nonsense, and it will be very hard for right-wing Israelis to come back and accuse him of being a self-hating Jew."

Many Arabs and Palestinians were angry over Obama's appointment of Emanuel, especially after his father Benjamin Emanuel was interviewed by the Hebrew daily Maariv in an article entitled “Our Man in the White House.” He stated: “Obviously, he will influence the President to be pro-Israel. Why shouldn't he do it? What is he, an Arab? He's not going to clean the floor of the White House.” Palestinian American Ali Abunimah of Electronic Intifada speaking on Democracy Now! Said Obama's appointment of Emanuel sent the signal he would not be taking “more balanced, more objective, more realistic advice that could change the course from the disastrous Palestine-Israel policies of the Bush and Clinton administrations.”

John V. Whitbeck, an international lawyer who has advised Palestinian negotiators in talks with Israel, wrote that Obama's appointment of Emanuel sends a “contemptuous message” to Muslims who have a “profound loathing and hatred” of the United States because of America's "unconditional support for injustices inflicted and still being inflicted on Palestinians.

Ed: Comrades, After reading this article it looks like we might be in for interesting times over the next four years. What do you think? We must get to know what makes Obama and Emanuel tick, their strengths and weaknesses.

Message from The Commander.

We are pleased to announce the reformation of one of our longest standing NSM chapters in the Nation (NSM Twin Cities). The former HQ unit of the NSM in Minneapolis, Minnesota fell dormant for a short time after the move to Detroit, the retirement of senior members in Minnesota, and several of the former unit Leaders relocating from Minnesota to lead or assist NSM Chapters in other parts of the Nation.

Minneapolis/St Paul has long been a well established and strong NSM base since the early 1990s, and now that tradition continues with the revival of the Minneapolis/St Paul NSM Chapter.

Former NSM members in the state of MN, along with the current active duty members contact your unit Leader at: nsmtwincities@gmail.com if you are located in Southern Minnesota contact your local chapter at: south.minnesota@nsm88.org

Commander Jeff Schoep

“If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem”.

National Socialist Movement. www.nsm88.org
First report from Tyler, Texas.
Members from the Texas NSM Units and Oklahoma NSM showed the citizens of Tyler their true courage. The following report is from the Texas NSM Division.

“Numbers in Tyler this November 8th were not as expected that many pledged to come and support their race, but the event showed with a ratio of {10 to 1} that even the smallest show of racial support can bring the largest reaction from a community. Many counter protesters were brought in from around the state to only show the degeneracy our society has stooped too! We were more motivated when protestors were angered by our words of support to family, morality and American Patriotism. The actions the protesters showed the community were that of counter law and order and the lack of respect to morality and civility this demeanor echoed reactions to local and state news agencies that showed a great change in public opinion once the true colors of these scum of our society were exposed!! Many great thanks to the few that stood against the many and for those that failed on their pledges of racial support should be ashamed for the few sacrificed much just to stand and show the world that it is not wrong to be white and proud!”

Members of Texas and Oklahoma We salute you.

“For us there are only two possibilities: either we remain German or we come under the thumb of the Jews. This latter must not occur; even if we are small, we are a force. A well-organized group can conquer a strong enemy. If you stick close together and keep bringing in new people, we will be victorious over the Jews.” Hitler 9th Nov 1921
Second report from Jefferson City, Missouri.

Members of the Missouri units supported by members from other units braved the cold bitter weather. Friday night a flyer run in Columbia and the Rally in Jefferson City on the Saturday. The following report is from the Missouri NSM units.

“The rally at the State Capitol building in Jefferson City, MO was a huge success as 63 of us took to the streets for our families, Folk, and Nation! Some comrades had come as much as a week early to help us with last minute preparations. But they started arriving in force on Thursday and Friday. Thursday and Friday were taken up with media interviews and last minute preparations. Then, Friday night, we went on a flyer run. About 1,200 flyers were dropped in and around Columbia. Congratulations and job well done to those that participated!

Saturday was the rally. We formed up at a parking garage and then marched the ½ mile from the Governor’s Mansion to the Capitol steps. We were met by sparse protestors of the most pathetic, greasiest kind. Along the way, two androgynous “peace lovers” showed their love for humanitarian ideals by spitting at us. They were chased down by the police and arrested for assault and resisting arrest. At the Capitol, we had speeches bringing our message of America for Americans to the people of Missouri. The protestors, who had vowed to shut us down, numbered considerably less than 50 fags, drug addicts, child molesters, race traitors, and other assorted commie trash. It was the most pathetic, pitiful display of opposition I have ever seen. Braving cold temperatures and brutal wind, we stayed for over an hour, taking a stand for our Nation and Race.

Afterwards, we retired to private land for ceremonies. First, we had promotions. Congratulations to all those receiving promotions. They are well-deserved for all your hard work. Next was the book burning. The place of honor went to a particular issue of the Kansas City, Mo commie rag that was dedicated to “exposing” one of our comrades, thereby putting him, his wife and kids in danger. Also being purged was a copy of the Anne Frank Diary and a jew flag donated by Commander and his wife. Later homage was paid to the Martyrs of National Socialism and then lit the Swastika, Cross, and Life Rune. Nothing is so beautiful as a lit Swastika lighting up the night sky, dispelling ignorance and our spiritual slavery and calling to arms all of our racial comrades to defence of our Folk.”

This ended a truly outstanding weekend for National Socialism. Sieg Heil!
ICE has recently staged a number of spectacular immigration raids, mostly for the benefit of the TV cameras, netting a few hundred illegals here, a few hundred there. Most Americans have no clue how many of these captured illegals are ever actually deported. Over half a million illegal aliens are simply ignoring existing Federal deportation orders — and getting away with it. Perhaps the most famous recent illegal alien to ignore a deportation order was Barack Obama’s aunt, living in a slum in Boston. I don’t think she’s too worried about being deported now. A recent news article reports: “Zeituni Onyango came to the United States seeking asylum from her native Kenya but was turned down and ordered to leave the country in 2004. Four years later, she is still here. And her nephew is about to become president of the United States. Onyango’s family connection to Barack Obama has thrown a spotlight on a phenomenon many Americans might find startling: An estimated half-million immigrants are living in the United States in defiance of deportation orders.”

This is largely because enforcing such orders would involve thousands of White males in police and immigration uniforms using coercion against non-Whites to remove them from the US, and this is seen as the height of political incorrectness. Also, George W. Bush, Bill Clinton and most recent presidents have FAILED to enforce immigration law and deport illegals because they didn’t want to. The Democrats want more Third Worlders since over 80 percent of non-Whites vote Democrat. The Republicans are the “stupid party” which refuses to do anything to ensure their long term survival, and they are slaves to big corporations, which want the labor market flooded at all times so Americans are always having their wages undercut.

The article notes “U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement has stepped up efforts to catch fugitive aliens, as they are known, and now has about 100 “fugitive operations teams” around the country. In the past year, the teams have made 34,000 arrests, more than double the number two years ago. But there are still 560,000 such immigrants in the U.S. …Fugitive aliens include people who, like Obama’s aunt, sought asylum in the United States but were rejected and ordered to leave the country. Others were caught entering or living in this country illegally, and failed to show at their deportation hearings. Often, illegal immigrants who have been issued deportation notices are given a certain amount of time to get out of the country on their own. They are not forcibly put aboard a plane; these deportations essentially operate on the honor system.”

Ah. I think I see the problem. You can’t really use an honor system when you are dealing with people who have no concept of honor because they are genetically incapable of comprehending such a thing. We would not have 560,000 fugitive aliens if we simply threw the illegal aliens out immediately after catching them. There is absolutely no reason to arrange a court hearing for someone, who is not even a citizen.

Immigration law in this country is basically a joke, and it has been for decades. What you have to understand is that the United States is in fact a nation run largely by Jewish wire-pullers and big corporations. The people who actually control the USA want these illegals here. The Jews want illegal aliens here because Jews always want to live in a racial Babylon, where their alien appearance goes largely unnoticed. Who’s going to focus on crooked Jewish lawyers and the Israeli Lobby’s control of Congress when there are criminal street gangs numbering in the hundreds of thousands in cities like Los Angeles?

Now that Obama is about to become president, watch out for anything labeled “immigration reform.” It means Amnesty, which means tens of millions of illegals get to stay and maybe another 50 million will invade the US immediately afterwards. White Americans need to make their voices heard before they are drowned out in a sea of Brown immigrants.
Australia will now join China in blocking free access to the internet. Responding to decades of pressure from the Anti-Defamation League, the Australian government has announced it will ban all “illegal” internet content produced in or entering Australia. Under ADL-orchestrated Australian hate laws, it has already been unlawful to hold up homosexuals, Jews and Muslims to “humiliation or intimidation” in the public forum, including the internet. Incoming material on the internet, however, has remained largely unregulated.

The government, projecting a comprehensive internet filter, originally assured internet users that they could legally receive banned content by contacting their providers and circumventing such restrictions. Now the government says they can’t. All illegal content, which should include everything from pornography to political and religious speech violating Australia’s hate laws, will be forbidden. It will be illegal to create or receive communication which the government disapproves.

Actually, according to Colin Jacobs of Electronic Frontiers Australia, the National Internet Filter would have little effect on such illegal internet content as child pornography since it would not cover file-sharing networks. We may conclude that politically incorrect speech would probably bear the brunt of censorship. (See, “<http://www.news.com.au/heraldsun/story/0,21985,24568137-2862,00.html>Australia to implement mandatory internet censorship”) Meanwhile, ADL and its European arm INACH, the International Network Against Cyber Hate, tirelessly work to find legal resources and technology capable of ending criticism of homosexuality, Jews and Israel on the internet. ADL admits this is difficult through conventional legal or technological means. But it’s not difficult when ADL can persuade governments to ban “hate speech” outright!

Is America Next?

How could America, ostensibly protected by the First Amendment, also lose free speech on the internet? For starters, Congress could pass ADL’s federal hate crimes bill, the Matthew Shepard Hate Crimes Prevention Act, this winter. In 1971, Canada enacted ADL’s very similar federal hate law. Soon, it was extended to criminalize “hate speech” originating on Canadian websites. Sec. 13.1 of Canada’s human rights statute outlaws even such internet speech as is “likely” to cause embarrassment to federally protected groups. if the Obama/ADL hate bill is passed, internet “homophobic hate speech” in evangelical media, as well as in pulpits, will become illegal. 1 The hate bill is ostensibly directed only against violent hate crimes in the States. However, a federal hate bill will quickly overflow such limits, as prosecutors and judges broaden it to protection of the “hurt feelings” of sodomites.

Hate crime laws, whether state, federal, or international, are already showing an alarming tendency to overreach existing legal definitions and restraints. Hate gestapos indict, letting the tedious court system catch up with them, perhaps years later. The main objective of current hate law strategy is to press the limits, seeing how much can be gotten away with. Prosecutors hope to shape public opinion, frighten opponents and set legal precedents that will provide steppingstones to even greater assaults on freedom.

Free Speech Casualty in Canada

One evangelical casualty of Canada’s hate law is Rev. Stephen Boissoin. Canada’s Free Speech Monitor: “For writing a letter critical of homosexuality to the Red Deer Advocate, he had been ordered by the Alberta Human Rights commission to pay a $7,000 fine, apologize for criticizing one of Canada’s privileged minorities (homosexuals) and never again, in any venue, criticize homosexuals. He has thus been asked to renounce a key tenet of the Christian faith. In times past, men and women have died rather than knuckle under to political correctness and renounce their faith. Rev. Boissoin is defiant and has vowed no apology and is appealing the outrageous decision. In a decision reminiscent of Red China executing dissidents and then sending a bill for the bullet to the victims’ families, Rev. Boissoin was ordered to compensate his persecutor to the tune of $5,000 for the time and effort he had spent trying to gag the pastor.”

Quoting from LifeSite News (June 9, 2008): “On Friday [June 6], the Alberta Human Rights Commission ordered Alberta pastor Steven Boissoin to desist from expressing his views on homosexuality in any sort of public forum. He was also commanded to pay damages equivalent to $7,000 as a result of the tribunal’s November decision to side with complainant and homosexual activist Dr. Darren Lund. The tribunal has also called for Boissoin to personally apologize to Lund via a public statement to the local newspaper Lund made his complaint after Boissoin
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published a letter to the editor in the Red Deer Advocate in which he denounced homosexuality as immoral and dangerous, and called into question new gay rights curricula permeating the province’s educational system. “Children as young as five and six years of age are being subjected to psychologically and physiologically damaging pro-homosexual literature and guidance in the public school system; all under the fraudulent guise of equal rights,” wrote Boissoin in the letter. In an interview, Boissoin told LifeSite News.com that he’s under attack not only for his letter but, more significantly, for his beliefs. ‘The point I am trying to make here is what’s being attacked at the core is what I believe, according to my personal beliefs and my religious beliefs.’ Most disturbingly, says Boissoin, is that the ruling calls for him to ‘cease publishing in newspapers, by email, on the radio, with public speeches, or on the internet, in the future, disparaging remarks about gays and homosexuals.’ Boissoin wondered to what extent the right to freedom of expression in Canada will be deteriorated, stating, ‘I am not allowed to hold onto my views.’ ‘Absurd beyond absurd-I will never make a public apology; I stand by what I said.’”

Worse Could Come

Christians/conservatives, this and much worse are what you can expect in the years ahead if ADL’s federal hate bill is passed this winter. Though discouraged by the Obama/Democrat victory, you must rouse yourselves to protest! Two years ago, when ADL reintroduced their federal hate crimes bill into the House in the first week of January, the religious right did virtually nothing to warn their constituents. Only after I alerted WorldNetDaily’s Bob Unruh of the crisis in mid-February and his crucial WND article went out to millions did massive protest to Congress begin. (See, <http://www.truthtellers.org/alerts/killerinstinct.html> Killer Instinct Needed to Defeat Hate Bill)

Free speech will not survive if Christian/conservative America repeats such delay. From the moment the Matthew Shepard Hate Crimes Prevention Act is reintroduced, Focus on the Family, Family Research Council, American Family Association, WorldNetDaily, and many evangelical leadership groups must initiate a flood of protest to the House, particularly members of the House Judiciary Committee. We must respond as if our freedom depends on it, or we will probably never get another chance to save liberty. As in China, Canada, and now Australia, free speech will become a memory, perhaps never to be grasped again.

Michael Jackson has now converted to Islam.

The American singer Michael Jackson has converted to Islam, the British Sun newspaper reported over the weekend.

The 50-year-old pop star, who changed his name to Mikaeel, pledged allegiance to the Koran at a friend's house in Los Angeles. An Imam was summoned from a nearby mosque to hold the shahada, the declaration of belief in Allah and Mohammed's prophecy.

An associate said that Jackson chose his new name, which is the name of one of Allah's angels, after rejecting another Muslim name, Mustafa, which means "the chosen one."

Last week, he sold his multimillion California estate, Neverland Ranch, to cover his debts. He is also facing a law suit by a Bahrain prince, Sheikh Abdulla Bin Hamad Bin Isa Al-Khalifa, who alleges he gave Jackson $2.2 million after he was acquitted of child molestation in 2007. Ed: No comment.